
SEVEN LEISURE
C A T E R I N G  S E R V I C E S



Seven Leisure Restaurant Management Company
W.L.L. is a mainstay of Bahrain’s food and beverage
scene, established in 1978.

The business started modestly with the now
legendary La Taverna Sul Mare and grew to include
some of the most important tourism hotspots in
Bahrain.

Seven Leisure continues its quest for excellence,
establishing venues that exude style, authenticity,
and inviting hospitality. The company has also
expanded into catering, ordering freshly made,
nutritious food and beverages at competitive
prices.

About us

Professional Catering
ServicesProfessional Chefs



Our goal at Seven Leisure is to provide the best quality
food services possible for large corporations, as well as
educational and government institutions.
With a keen focus on enhancing food norms and
practices in the local sector, our commitment to quality is
the driving force behind our success. 

Our Mission

Ensuring the
freshness of our
products
whenever possible.

Food
Diversity

Promoting
Creativity

Value for
money



Services
We firmly believe that eating
well should go hand in hand
with uncompromising
commitments to the
environment and societal
issues, therefore, at Seven
Leisure we provide catering
services for various, places and
occasions such as:



Services

School
Catering

Wedding/
Venues

Events &
Special

Occasions

Cafes &
Restaurants



From coffee and cake, and healthy lunches to full
English breakfasts. Seven Leisure can come into the
picture to offer your café set up a variety of dishes to
suit your customer needs.

In addition, this outside catering arm provides a fully
comprehensive service whatever the occasion or
event. Of course, the food is of the immensely high
standard you would expect and when it comes to
service they’re second to none. All our food is made
fresh in-store, every day.

Food at Seven
Leisure



Types of
Food

40+

Food at Seven
Leisure

Breakfast
International food
Bahraini cuisine 
Italian Cuisine
Seafood
Wide range of desserts

Whether the event is large or small we can fully
cater to your delegates and match the services we
provide to your requirements.



Clients at Seven Leisure






